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Mean-field description of collapsing and exploding Bose-Einstein condensates

Sadhan K. Adhikari
Instituto de Fı´sica Teo´rica, Universidade Estadual Paulista, 01.405-900 Sa˜o Paulo, Sa˜o Paulo, Brazil
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We perform numerical simulations based on the time-dependent mean-field Gross-Pitaevskii equation to
understand some aspects of a recent experiment by Donleyet al. @Nature~London! 412, 295 ~2001!# on the
dynamics of collapsing and exploding Bose-Einstein condensates of85Rb atoms. These authors manipulated
the atomic interaction by an external magnetic field via a Feshbach resonance, thus changing the repulsive
condensate into an attractive one, and vice versa. In the actual experiment they suddenly changed the scattering
length of atomic interaction from a positive to a large negative value on a preformed condensate in an axially
symmetric trap. Consequently, the condensate collapsed and ejected atoms via explosion. We find that the
present mean-field analysis can explain some aspects of the dynamics of the collapsing and exploding Bose-
Einstein condensates.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent successful detection@1–3# of Bose-Einstein con-
densates~BEC’s! in dilute bosonic atoms employing mag
netic traps at ultralow temperatures has intensified exp
mental activities on various aspects of the condensate.
the theoretical front, numerical simulation based on the tim
dependent nonlinear mean-field Gross-Pitaevskii~GP! equa-
tion @4# has provided a satisfactory account of some of th
experiments@5–9#. Since the detection of BEC’s for7Li at-
oms with attractive interaction, one problem of extreme
terest is the dynamical study of the formation and decay
BEC’s for attractive atomic interactions@3#.

For attractive interaction the condensate is stable fo
maximum critical numberNcr of atoms@3#. Measurements o
Ncr @3,10# are in reasonable agreement with mean-fi
analyses for BEC’s of7Li in a spherically symmetric trap
@5,11#, although there is some discrepancy for BEC’s of85Rb
in an axially symmetric trap@12,13#. If the number of atoms
can somehow be increased beyond this critical number,
condensate collapses due to interatomic attraction, emit
atoms until the number of atoms is reduced belowNcr and a
stable configuration is reached. With a supply of atoms fr
an external source the condensate can grow again and t
series of collapses can take place, which has been obse
experimentally in a BEC of7Li with attractive interaction
@3#. A theoretical mean-field analysis has been able to
plain this dynamics@5–9#.

Recently, a more challenging experiment was perform
by Donley et al. @14# on an attractive condensate of85Rb
atoms@10# in an axially symmetric trap, where they manip
lated the interatomic interaction by changing the exter
magnetic field, exploiting a nearby Feshbach resonance@15#.
In the vicinity of a Feshbach resonance the atomic scatte
length a can be varied over a huge range by adjusting
external magnetic field. Consequently, they were able to s
denly change the atomic scattering length by a large amo
for a BEC’s of 85Rb atoms@10#. They even changed the sig
of the scattering length, thus transforming a repulsive c
densate into an attractive one. The original experiment
attractive 7Li atoms @3# did not use a Feshbach resonan
1050-2947/2002/66~1!/013611~8!/$20.00 66 0136
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hence the atomic interaction was fixed. This restricts
number of atoms in the7Li BEC to a number close toNcr

and the collapse is driven by a stochastic process@3,14#.
In the experiment conducted at JILA, Donleyet al.

changed a stable preformed repulsive condensate of85Rb
atoms into a highly explosive and collapsing attractive co
densate and studied the dynamics of collapsing and exp
ing condensates@14#. The natural scattering length of85Rb
atoms is negative~attractive!. By exploiting the Feshbach
resonance Donleyet al. made it positive~repulsive! in the
initial state, where the number of atoms, unlike in the expe
ment with 7Li @3#, could be arbitrarily large. So immediatel
after the jump in the scattering length to a large negat
value, one has a highly unstable BEC, where the numbe
atoms could be much larger thanNcr . Donley et al. have
provided a quantitative estimate of the explosion of this B
by measuring the number of atoms remaining in the cond
sate as a function of time until an equilibrium is reache
They claim that their experiment reveals many interest
phenomena that challenge theoretical models. The fun
mental physical process underlying the explosion remain
mystery.

In this paper we perform a mean-field analysis based
the time-dependent GP equation to understand some as
of the above collapse and explosion of an attractive cond
sate of85Rb atoms in an axially symmetric trap. To accou
for the loss of atoms from the strongly attractive condens
we include an absorptive nonlinear three-body recombi
tion term in the GP equation. Three-body recombinat
leads to the formation of diatomic molecules with liberati
of the energy responsible for energetic explosion with ej
tion of matter from the BEC. This process could be term
‘‘atomic fusion,’’ in contrast to nuclear fusion in stars. Th
three-body recombination rate we use in numerical simu
tions is in agreement with previous experimental measu
ment @16# and theoretical calculation@17#. The numerical
method we use for the solution of the time-dependent
equation with an axially symmetric trap has appeared e
where @13,18,19#. We find that the present mean-field n
merical simulation provides a fair description of some fe
tures of the experiment of Donleyet al. @14#.
©2002 The American Physical Society11-1
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There have been other theoretical studies based on
mean-field GP equation@6–9# to deal with dynamical col-
lapse including an absorptive term to account for the loss
particles. In most cases the loss mechanism is three-b
recombination as in the present study. Duine and Stoof@7#
proposed that the loss arises due to a new elastic proc
Instead of attempting a full numerical solution of the G
equation with axial symmetry, these investigations used v
ous approximations to study the time evolution of the co
densate or employed a spherically symmetric trap. Duine
Stoof @7# considered the full anisotropic dynamics, but us
a Gaussian approximation for the wave function rather t
an exact numerical solution. Most of the other studies e
ployed a spherically symmetric trap@6,8#. However, the in-
vestigation of Ref.@9# employed an axially symmetric trap t
describe some aspects of the experiment of Donleyet al.and
we comment on this work in Sec. IV. In the present inves
gation we consider the complete numerical solution of
mean-field GP equation for an axially symmetric trap as
the experiment of Donleyet al. It is realized that an approxi
mate solution as in the previous studies cannot explain
dynamics of this experiment@9,14#.

In Sec. II we present the theoretical model and the
merical method for its solution. In Sec. III we present o
results, which we compare with the experiment of Don
et al.Finally, in Secs. IV and V we present a brief discussi
and concluding remarks.

II. NONLINEAR GROSS-PITAEVSKII EQUATION

A. Theoretical model equations

The time-dependent Bose-Einstein condensate wave f
tion C(r ;t) at positionr and timet allowing for atomic loss
may be described by the following mean-field nonlinear
equation@4,5#:

F2 i\
]

]t
2

\2¹2

2m
1V~r !1gNUC~r ;t!U22

i\

2

3@K2NuC~r ;t!u21K3N2uC~r ;t!u4#GC~r ;t!50.

~2.1!

Herem is the mass andN the number of atoms in the con
densate;g54p\2a/m is the strength of interatomic interac
tion, with a the atomic scattering length. A positivea corre-
sponds to a repulsive interaction and a negativea to an
attractive interaction. The termsK2 andK3 denote two-body
dipolar and three-body recombination loss-rate coefficie
respectively. There are many ways to account for the l
mechanism@6,7#. It is quite impossible to include them all i
a self-consistent fashion. Here we simulate the atom loss
the most important quintic three-body termK3 @6,8,9#. The
contribution of the cubic two-body loss term@16# is expected
to be negligible@6,9# compared to the three-body term in th
present problem of the collapsed condensate with large
sity, and will not be considered here.

The trap potential with cylindrical symmetry may be wr
ten asV(r )5 1

2 mv2(r 21l2z2) wherev is the angular fre-
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quency in the radial directionr and lv that in the axial
direction z. We are using the cylindrical coordinate syste
r[(r ,u,z) with u the azimuthal angle. The normalizatio
condition of the wave function is*dr uC(r ;t)u251.

In the absence of angular momentum the wave funct
has the formC(r ;t)5c(r ,z;t). Now transforming to di-
mensionless variables defined byx5A2r / l , y5A2z/ l , t
5tv, l[A\/(mv), and

f~x,y;t ![
w~x,y;t !

x
5A l 3

A8
c~r ,z;t!, ~2.2!

we get

F2 i
]

]t
2

]2

]x2
1

1

x

]

]x
2

]2

]y2
1

1

4 S x21l2y22
4

x2D
18A2pnUw~x,y;t !

x U2

2 i jn2Uw~x,y;t !

x U4Gw~x,y;t !50, ~2.3!

where n5Na/ l and j54K3 /(a2l 4v). This scaled mean-
field equation has the correctn dependence of the three-bod
term so that the same equation can be used to study
decay rate of different initial and final scattering lengt
ainitial andacollapse, respectively, and initial number of atom
N0. In this study the termK3 will be used for the description
of atom loss in the case of attractive interaction, where
scattering lengtha is negative. From theoretical@20# and
experimental@16# studies it has been found that for negati
a K3 increases rapidly asuaun, where the theoretical stud
@20# favorsn52 for smaller values ofuau. For largeruau, a
much larger rate of increase may take place@17,20#. There
are experimental@21# and theoretical@17,20,22# estimates of
K3 for 87Rb, 23Na, and7Li away from Feshbach resonance
However, no thorough and systematic study of the variat
of K3 near a Feshbach resonance has been performed@23#.
An accurate representation of the variation ofK3 of 85Rb
near the Feshbach resonance is beyond the scope of
study and here we represent this variation via a quadr
dependence:K3;a2. This makes the parameterj above a
constant for an experimental setup with fixedl andv, and in
the present study we use a constantj.

The normalization condition of the wave function b
comes

Nnorm[2pE
0

`

dxE
2`

`

dyuw~x,y;t !u2x2151. ~2.4!

For K350, Nnorm51; however, in the presence of lossK3
.0,Nnorm,1. The number of remaining atomsN in the con-
densate is given byN5N0Nnorm, where N0 is the initial
number.

The root mean square~rms! sizesxrms andyrms are defined
by
1-2
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MEAN-FIELD DESCRIPTION OF COLLAPSING AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A66, 013611 ~2002!
xrms
2 5Nnorm

21 2pE
0

`

dxE
2`

`

dyuw~x,y;t !u2x, ~2.5!

yrms
2 5Nnorm

21 2pE
0

`

dxE
2`

`

dyuw~x,y;t !u2y2x21. ~2.6!

B. Numerical details

We solve the GP equation~2.3! numerically using a time-
iteration method elaborated in Refs.@13,18,19,24#. The full
GP Hamiltonian is conveniently broken into three parts
Hx , Hy , and Hn—the first containing thex-dependent de-
rivative terms, the second containing they-dependent deriva
tive terms, and the third containing the remaining linear a
nonlinear terms. The GP equations for the first two parts
defined on a two-dimensional set of grid pointsNx3Ny us-
ing the Crank-Nicholson discretization method. The result
tridiagonal equations alongx andy directions are solved al
ternately by the Gaussian elimination method along thex and
y directions@24#. The GP equation for the third part does n
contain any space derivative and is solved essentially
actly. Effectively, each time iteration of the GP equation
broken up into three parts—usingHx , Hy and Hn . For a
small time stepD the error involved in this break-up proce
dure along thex andy directions is quadratic inD and hence
can be neglected. For numerical purposes we discretize
GP equation using the time stepD50.001 and space step 0
for bothx andy spanningx from 0 to 15 andy, from 230 to
30. This domain of space was sufficient to encompass
whole condensate wave function even during and after
lapse and explosion. The preparation of the initial repuls
wave function is now a routine job and was done by incre
ing the nonlinearityn of the GP equation~2.3! by 0.0001 in
each time stepD during time iteration, starting with the
known harmonic oscillator solution of Eq.~2.3! for n5j
50 @13#.

It is now appropriate to calculate the parameters of
present dimensionless GP equation~2.3! corresponding to
the experiment of Donleyet al. We follow the notation and
nomenclature of Ref.@14#. Their radial and axial trap fre
quencies aren radial517.5 Hz andnaxial56.8 Hz, respec-
tively, leading tol50.389. The harmonic oscillator lengthl
of 85Rb atoms forv52p317.5 Hz andm'79 176 MeV
is l 5A\/(mv)526 070 Å. One unit of timet of Eq. ~2.3! is
1/v or 0.009 095 s. Donleyet al. prepared a stable85Rb
condensate ofN0516000 atoms with scattering lengt
ainitial57a0 , a050.5292 Å, such that the initialn52.274.
Then during an interval of time 0.1 ms the scattering len
was ramped toa5acollapse5230a0 such that the finaln5
29.744. The final condensate is strongly attractive and
stable and undergoes a sequence of collapse and explo

The initial value ofn (52.274) was attained after 22 74
time steps. The nonlinearityn is then ramped from 2.274 to
29.744 in 0.1 ms. As one unit of dimensionless timet is
0.009 095 s, 0.1 ms corresponds to 11 steps of timeD. In the
present simulation,n was ramped from 2.274 to29.744 in
the GP equation by equal amounts in 11 steps. The abs
tive term j was set equal to zero during the above tim
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iteration. Now the system is prepared for simulation of t
collapse and explosion.

For the simulation of the collapse and explosion the cu
nonlinear term was maintained constant and a nonzero v
of j was chosen. The time evolution of the GP equation
continued as a function of timet5tevolve starting at 0. The
time evolution was continued using a time stepD50.001.
After a small experimentation it was found thatj52 fits the
experiment of Donleyet al. satisfactorily. Unless otherwise
specified, this value ofj was used in all simulations reporte
in this paper for differentainitial , acollapse, andN0.

It is useful to compare this value ofj (52) with the
experimental@16# and theoretical@20# estimates of the three
body loss rate of 85Rb. For this we recall thatK3
5ja2l 4v/4. Under the experimental condition of an extern
magnetic field of 250 G on85Rb @16#, the scattering length
was a;2370a0. Consequently, the present value ofj
(52) corresponds toK3.9310225 cm6/s for a;2370a0,
which is about the experimental rateK35(4.2420.29

10.7060.85)
310225 cm6/s @16# and about 1.3 times the theoretical ra
K356.7310225 cm6/s ata;2370a0 @17#.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The numerical simulation using Eq.~2.3! with a nonzero
j immediately yields the remaining number of atoms in t
condensate after the jump in scattering length. The remain
number of atoms vs time is plotted in Fig. 1 forainitial
57a0 , acollapse5230a0 , j52, andN0516 000, and com-
pared with the experimental data. In this figure we also p
the result in this case forj53, which leads to a better agree
ment with experiment for this specific case. However, the
of j52 leads to a more satisfactory overall agreement w
experiment. Except for this single curve in Fig. 1 and the p
in Fig. 4~a! below, which are calculated withj53, all results

FIG. 1. Number of remaining atoms in the condensate
16 000 85Rb atoms after ramping the scattering length fromainitial

57a0 to acollapse526.7a0 , 230a0, and 2263a0 in 0.1 ms as a
function of evolution timetevolve in ms. Solid circles, experimen
for acollapse5230a0 @14#; full line, theory (j52); dash-dotted line,
theory (j53, acollapse5230a0); dashed line, average over prelim
nary, unanalyzed data using Eq.~3.1! @25#.
1-3
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SADHAN K. ADHIKARI PHYSICAL REVIEW A 66, 013611 ~2002!
reported in this paper are calculated withj52.
In the experiment of Donleyet al. @14# it was observed

that the strongly attractive condensate remains stable
preparation with a constant number of atoms for an inter
of time tcollapse, called the collapse time. This behavior
physically expected. Immediately after the jump in scatter
length from 7a0 to 230a0, the attractive condensate shrin
in size duringtcollapse, until the central density increases to
maximum. Then the absorptive three-body term takes
control to initiate the explosion. Consequently, the numbe
atoms remains constant fortevolve,tcollapse. The present re-
sult ~full line! also shows a similar behavior. However,
this simulation the absorptive term is operative fromtevolve
50 and the atom number decreases right from the beginn
albeit at a much smaller rate fortevolve,tcollapse.

Donleyet al. repeated their experiment with different va
ues ofainitial , acollapse, andN0 @14#. For ainitial57a0 we re-
peated our calculation with the following values of final sc
tering length:acollapse52263a0 and 26.7a0. These results
are also plotted in Fig. 1 and agree with the unpublish
preliminary unanalyzed data@25#. The initial delaytcollapsein
starting the explosion is large for smalluacollapseu as we see in
Fig. 1. A similar effect was observed in the experiment for
initial condensate of 6000 atoms as shown in Fig. 2 of@14#.
After a sequence of collapse and explosion, Donleyet al.
observed a ‘‘remnant’’ condensate ofNremnantatoms at large
times containing a certain constant fraction of the initialN0
atoms. Figure 1 shows such a behavior.

The above evolution of the condensate after the jump
scattering length to230a0 from 7a0 for N0516 000 can be
understood from a study of the wave function and we disp
the central part of the wave function in Fig. 2 fortevolve
50, 3.6, 3.8, and 8 ms. The wave function immediately
ter the jump at timetevolve50 is essentially the same as th
before the jump at20.1 ms. There is not enough time fo
the wave function to be modified attevolve50. From Fig. 2
we find that at 3.6 ms the wave function is only slight
narrower than at 0 ms but still smooth and has not yet c
lapsed sufficiently. Astevolve increases, the wave functio
contracts further and the explosion starts. At 3.8 ms so
spikes ~irregularities! have appeared in the wave functio
showing, the beginning of the explosion and loss. From
study of the wave functions we find that the explosion sta
at tevolve5tcollapse.3.7 ms, in agreement with the exper
ment of Donleyet al. We also find that at 3.7 ms before th
loss began the bulk BEC did not contract dramatically,
also observed in the experiment. In the numerical simula
for this case we find that attevolve50,xrms52.98 mm and
yrms54.21 mm, and at tevolve53.7 ms, xrms52.53 mm,
and yrms54.10 mm. From Fig. 2 we see that at 8 ms th
wave function is very spiky, corresponding to the viole
ongoing explosion.

Donleyet al. fitted the decay in the number of atoms du
ing particle loss to a decay constanttdecayvia the formula

N~tevolve!5Nremnant1~N02Nremnant!

3e(tcollapse2tevolve)/tdecay ~3.1!

for tevolve.tcollapse. In Fig. 1 we also plotN(tevolve) of Eq.
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~3.1! ~dashed line! for acollapse52263a0 ,230a0, and
26.7a0 with respective decay ratestdecay51.2 ms, 2.8 ms,
and 2.8 ms @25#. For a wide variation of parameter
ainitial , acollapse, andN0 , tdecayvaries approximately betwee
1 and 3. The results of the present simulation~full line! agree
well with the average experimental result of Eq.~3.1! for
three differentacollapse~dashed line! @25#.

Next we repeated our calculation for several other val
of ainitial , acollapse, andN0. These results are plotted in Fig.
for ~a! ainitial589a0 , acollapse5215a0, and N056000, ~b!
ainitial50.64a0 , acollapse526.6a0, and N0514 500, ~c!
ainitial50.64a0 , acollapse526.6a0, and N055500, and~d!
ainitial57a0 , acollapse52263a0, and N056000. The agree-
ment of the result of simulation with unpublished, prelim
nary unanalyzed data is good in all four cases reported
Fig. 3 @25#.

The decay curves in Fig. 3 are different, although th
have certain general features that determine the decay
stanttdecay, collapse timetcollapse, and number of atoms in
the remnant. Experimentally, the fraction of atoms that w
into the remnant decreased with increasinguacollapseu and was
;40% for uacollapseu,10a0 and ;10% for uacollapseu
.100a0. Figures 1 and 3 also show this behavior. The valu
of tdecay for plots in Figs. 3~a!–3~d! are 1.5 ms, 2.4 ms, 3.3
ms, and 1.9 ms, respectively, lying in the range;1 –3 ms
@25#. The general features in the behavior of remnant num
and collapse time are discussed in the following.

Donley et al. provided a quantitative measurement of t
variation of collapse timetcollapse with the final scattering
lengthacollapsefor a givenainitial50 andN056000. We also
calculated this variation using our model given by Eq.~2.3!.

FIG. 2. The central part of the dimensionless wave funct
uf(x,y)u[uw(x,y)/xu of the condensate on a 0.130.1 grid for j
52 after the jump in the scattering length of a BEC of 16 00085Rb
atoms fromainitial57a0 to acollapse5230a0 at timestevolve50, 3.6
ms, 3.8 ms, and 8 ms. The quantitiesx andy are expressed in units
of l /A2, wherel 526 070 Å.
1-4



MEAN-FIELD DESCRIPTION OF COLLAPSING AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A66, 013611 ~2002!
FIG. 3. More decay curves withj52 for ~a! ainitial589a0 , acollapse5215a0, andN056000,~b! ainitial50.64a0 , acollapse526.6a0, and
N0514 500,~c! ainitial50.64a0 , acollapse526.6a0, andN055500, and~d! ainitial57a0 , acollapse52263a0, andN056000. Full line, present
theory; dashed line, average over preliminary, unanalyzed data using Eq.~3.1! @25#.
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In our calculation we definetcollapseas the time at which the
spikes~irregularities!, as in Fig. 2, tend to appear in the wav
function. The results are plotted in Fig. 4 and compared w
experimental data@14# as well as with another calculatio
using the mean-field GP equation in an axially symme
trap@9#. The agreement between the two theoretical resul
very good. There is also qualitative agreement between
experimental data on the one hand and the two calculat
on the other hand:tcollapse decreases with increasin
uacollapseu/a0 starting from an infinite value atuacollapseu5acr
for a fixedN0, which is 6000 in Fig. 4. For thisN0 , acr is the
minimum value ofuacollapseu that leads to the collapse an
explosion. For a givenN0, a critical value ofn[ncr for col-
lapse can be defined viancr[N0acr / l . As there is a discrep
ancy between the theoretical and experimentalncr for an axi-
ally symmetric trap@12,13#, the theoretical and experiment
acr are also supposed to be different. The experimentalkcr
[ncrl

1/650.46@10# and the theoreticalkcr50.55@12,13# for
01361
h

c
is
he
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the axially symmetric trap used in the experiment of Don
et al. with the asymmetry parameterl50.389. The theoret-
ical acr should be larger than the experimentalacr in the same
proportion. This might imply that the theoreticaltcollapse
should tend to infinity for a slightly larger value ofacollapseas
in Fig. 4.

Donley et al. measured the number of remnant atoms
ainitial57a0 and different initial numberN0 andacollapseand
these results@26# are plotted in Figs. 5~a! and 5~b! and com-
pared with numerical simulations performed withj53 and
2, respectively. The agreement is good for most cases sh
in this figure. ForN056000, there is some discrepancy b
tween theoretical and experimental remnant numbers.
overall agreement is better in the case withj52 than with
j53. For j53 the three-body recombination loss rate
larger and this leads to smaller remnant numbers comp
to the case withj52. The theoreticalNcr for a fixed negative
acollapse is given by Ncr50.55ll21/6/uacollapseu @12,13#. For
1-5
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SADHAN K. ADHIKARI PHYSICAL REVIEW A 66, 013611 ~2002!
acollapse52255a0 , 2100a0 , 230a0 , and 221a0 , Ncr
5124, 317, 1057, and 1510, respectively. Hence, from Fig
we find that the number in the remnant could be much lar
thanNcr for times on the order of tens of milliseconds. How
ever, in our simulation such a remnant continues to e
atoms at a much slower rate, and for very large times on
order of seconds the number of atoms eventually tends
ward Ncr .

Donley et al. observed that the remnant condensate in
cases oscillated in a highly excited collective state with
proximate frequencies 2naxial and 2n radial being predomi-
nantly excited. The actual measured frequencies are 13~6!
Hz and 33.4~3! Hz. To find if this behavior emerges from th
present simulation we plot in Fig. 6 the sizesxrms andyrms vs
time for the condensate after the jump in the scatter
length to26.7a0 from 7a0 for N0516 000. Excluding the
first 20 ms when the remnant condensate is being formed
find periodic oscillations inxrms and yrms with frequencies
13.5 Hz and 34 Hz, respectively, as observed in experim

IV. DISCUSSION

Although we have explained some aspects of the exp
ment of Donleyet al., certain detailed features have not be
addressed in this study. Donleyet al. classified the emitted
atoms in three categories: burst, missing~undetected!, and jet
atoms@14#. The jet atoms appear with much lower ener
solely in the radial direction, possibly from the spikes in t
wave function when the collapse is suddenly interrupted d
ing the period of atom loss before the remnant is form
Strangely enough, the emission of jet atoms is found no
possess axial symmetry always and hence it cannot be p
erly treated in an axially symmetric model. Moreover,
clear-cut distinction between the burst and missing ato
emitted during the explosion seems to be difficult in t

FIG. 4. The collapse timetcollapsevs uacollapseu/a0 for ainitial50,
N056000, andj52. Solid circles with error bar, experiment@14#;
open circles, axially symmetric mean-field model of Ref.@9#; ar-
rows marked Th and Ex are theoretical~4.49! @12,13# and experi-
mental~3.75! @10# estimates ofuacollapseu/a0, respectively; full line,
present theory.
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present model as, the experiment could not specify the p
erties~magnitude and direction of velocities! of the missing
atoms. Also, because of the missing atoms it is difficult
predict the energy distribution of the burst atoms during
explosion in a mean-field analysis. Without proper ident
cation of the missing atoms, any energy distribution cal
lated using the present mean-field analysis will yield the to
energy of burst plus missing atoms. A careful analysis of
energy of the emitted atoms is required to explain their
clusive features and a detailed study of the wave functio
needed for this purpose. Such an analysis is beyond
scope of the present investigation and would be a welco
future theoretical work.

The success of the Crank-Nicholson algorithm in altern
directions as used in this study depends on a proper disc
zation of the GP equation in space and time. In this study
employed a two-dimensional lattice in space of 6003150 or
90 000 points (x<15,230<y<30) and a time step of 0.001
In the absence of collapse and recombination loss this

FIG. 5. Remnant number vs initial number forainitial57a0 and
differentacollapsefor ~a! j53 and~b! j52. The experimental results
@26# with error bars are represented by solid triangles, solid circ
solid squares, and solid inverted triangles foracollapse5221a0 ,
230a0 , 2100a0, and 2255a0. The corresponding theoretical re
sults are represented by open triangles, open circles, open squ
and open inverted triangles.
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MEAN-FIELD DESCRIPTION OF COLLAPSING AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A66, 013611 ~2002!
cretization leads to very precise results. The accuracy is
duced in the presence of the violent collapse and explo
simulated by three-body recombination. By varying t
space discretization grid and time step we found that
estimated error in the present calculation is less than;10%
for time propagation up to a few tens of milliseconds.

There has been another attempt to use the mean-field
equation in an axially symmetric trap@9# to explain the ex-
periment of Ref.@14#. There are certain differences betwe
the analysis of Ref.@9# and the present investigation. Accor
ing to the experiment of Ref.@14#, the burst atoms and miss
ing atoms are components of expelled atoms which lose c
tact with the central condensate that eventually forms
remnant. Of these, the burst atoms have energy much
than the magnetic trap depth. Hence, although expelled f
the central condensate they continue to be trapped and o
late with time. The wave function of Eq.~2.3! describes only
the central condensate. However, in Ref.@9# the burst atoms
are considered to be the peripheral part~the spikes! of the
central condensate and hence taken to be described b
mean-field Eq.~2.3!. The missing atoms are actually parts
the expelled atoms that have disappeared from the trap@14#.
In Ref. @9#, the missing atoms have been taken to be the o
component of the emitted atoms. These are the main di
ences between the point of view of the present analysis
that of Ref.@9#.

The three-body loss rates of the two studies are a
widely different. Here we employ the three-body recombin
tion loss rateK3.9310225 cm6/s for a52370a0 whereas
in Ref. @9# the valueK3;10228 cm6/s was considered. In
our study, for smaller values ofuau, K3 has been scaled dow
using the relationK3}a2. The present rate is in rough agre
ment with the experimental rate of Ref.@16# (K3;4.2
310225 cm6/s) and with the theoretical rate of Ref.@17#

FIG. 6. The dimensionless rms sizesxrms ~full line! and yrms

~dashed line! expressed in units ofl /A2 (l 526 070 Å) after the
jump in the scattering length of a BEC of 16 00085Rb atoms from
ainitial57a0 to acollapse526.7a0 as functions of timetevolve for j
52.
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(K3;6.7310225 cm6/s) for the same value of scatterin
length, whereas that of Ref.@9# is orders of magnitude
smaller. However, such a small three-body rate in Ref.@9#
led to a large residual condensate at large time, which
authors interpreted as the sum of burst plus remnant. The
of a large three-body rate in this study led to a much sma
residual central condensate, which was identified as the r
nant as in the experiment of Donleyet al. @14#.

However, it is reassuring to see that thetcollapse vs
uacollapseu/a0 curves of the two models in Fig. 4 agree wi
each other. The present calculation in Fig. 4 was perform
with a nonzero loss rateK3, whereas that in Ref.@9# was
performed by settingK350. We find thatK3 plays an insig-
nificant role in this calculation at small times. Hence, the t
computer routines lead to the same result in the absenc
recombination loss before the beginning of the explosion

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have employed a numerical simulat
based on the accurate solution@13# of the mean-field Gross
Pitaevskii equation with a cylindrical trap to study the d
namics of the collapse and explosion as observed in the
cent experiment of Donleyet al. @14#. In the GP equation we
include a quintic three-body nonlinear recombination lo
term that accounts for the decay of the strongly attract
condensate. The results of the present simulation accoun
some aspects of the experiment.

In the experiment a strongly attractive85Rb condensate
was prepared by ramping the scattering length to a la
negative value and the subsequent decay of the collap
and exploding condensate was measured. We have been
to understand the following features of this dynamics fro
the present numerical simulation.~1! The condensate under
goes collapse and explosion and finally stabilizes to a re
nant condensate containing about;10% ~for uacollapseu
.100a0) to 40% ~for uacollapseu,10a0) of the initial number
of atomsN0 at large times. This percentage is independen
N0 and the ramped scattering lengthacollapse. The number in
the remnant condensate can be much larger than the cr
number for collapseNcr for the same atomic interaction fo
experimental times on the order of tens of milliseconds.~2!
In both the experiment and our simulation the remnant c
densate executes radial and axial oscillations in a highly
cited collective state for a long time with frequencies 2n radial

and 2naxial. ~3! After the sudden change in the scatteri
length to a large negative value, the condensate need
interval of timetcollapsebefore it experiences loss via explo
sion. Consequently, the decay starts after the interval of t
tcollapse. ~4! The number of atoms in the condensate dec
exponentially with a decay constanttdecayof a few millisec-
onds (;1 –3 ms).

To conclude, a large part of the experiment on85Rb atoms
of Donley et al. @14#, in particular the detailed behavior o
the remnant, can be understood by introducing a rather c
ventional three-body recombination loss in the stand
1-7
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mean-field GP equation, with a loss rate compatible w
other studies@16,17#. The study of the detailed behavior o
the burst and missing atoms and the formation of the je
such a mean-field theory seems to be more complicated t
nically, but nevertheless viable, and is a subject for fut
investigation.
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